We invert differential SdS-SS traveltime residuals measured from stacked waveforms and finitefrequency sensitivity kernels for topography on the 410-and 660-km discontinuities. This approach yields higher resolution images of transition zone thickness than previous stacking methods, which simply average/smooth over topographic features. Apparent structure measured using simple stacking is highly dependent upon the bin size of each stack. By inverting for discontinuity topography with a variety of bin sizes, we can more accurately calculate the true structure. The inverted transition zone model is similar to simple stack models with an average thickness of 242 km, but the lateral variations in thickness are larger in amplitude and smaller in scale. Fast seismic velocities in 3-D mantle models such as SB4L18 correlate with areas of thicker transition zone. The elongated curvilinear regions of thickened transition zone that occur near subduction zones are narrow and high amplitude, which suggests relatively little lateral spreading and warming of subducted lithosphere within the transition zone. The anomalously thin transition zone regions are laterally narrow, and not broadly continuous. If these variations in transition zone thickness are interpreted as thermal in nature, then this model suggests significant temperature variations on small lateral scales.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
The mantle transition zone is a dynamic region in the Earth between about 400 and 750 km depth where density and seismic velocity increase rapidly with depth (e.g. Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) . Much of this increase in seismic velocity and density occurs over relatively sharp discontinuities at approximately 410, 520 and 660 km depth. Laboratory experiments demonstrate that these discontinuities likely represent pressure induced phase changes of α olivine to β-spinel structure at ∼410 km, β-spinel to γ -spinel at ∼520 km and γ -spinel to silicate perovskite and magnesiowüstite at ∼660 km (Ringwood 1975; Jackson 1983; Ito & Takahashi 1989) . The Clapeyron slopes of the 410-and 660-km discontinuities have opposite signs (e.g. Katsura & Ito 1989) , which should cause the distance between the 410-and 660-km discontinuities to thin in warm regions and thicken in cold regions. For the remainder of this document we refer to the distance between the 410 and 660 as the transition zone thickness, or W TZ . The ringwoodite to perovskite and magnesiowüstite phase transformation that occurs at the 660 is also accompanied by a majorite-garnet transformation between about 660 and 750 km depth (e.g. Ito & Takahashi 1989) . Many seismic studies have confirmed that the transition zone thickens near subduction zones and thins elsewhere (e.g. Flanagan & Shearer 1998; Gu et al. 1998; Gu & Dziewonski 2002) .
Resolving undulations on the discontinuities has been a key focus of seismology for the past several decades (e.g. Vinnik 1977; Shearer & Masters 1992; Li et al. 2003) . Over the years many small-scale studies have produced detailed images of transition-zone topography and/or thickness using receiver functions for regions with sufficient data coverage (Vinnik 1977; Petersen et al. 1993; Bostock 1996; Shen et al. 1996; Vinnik et al. 1996; Dueker & Sheehan 1997; Gurrola & Minster 1998; Li et al. 1998 Li et al. , 2003 Shen et al. 1998; Gilbert et al. 2003; Lawrence and Shearer 2006a) . Global coverage is best achieved using SS precursors, but these studies have been relatively long-wavelength, often averaging over areas as large as 20
• in diameter (Shearer 1991 (Shearer , 1993 Shearer & Masters 1992; Gossler & Kind 1996; Lee & Grand 1996; Flanagan & Shearer 1998; Gu et al. 1998; Chevrot et al. 1999; Deuss & Woodhouse 2001 Gu & Dziewonski 2002 ).
One of the major obstacles to globally resolving small-scale discontinuity topography is that the discontinuity phases have low amplitudes due to the relatively low impedance contrast at each discontinuity. Consequently, these phases are usually at or below the amplitude of the ambient noise, so many waves must be stacked together to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Another hindrance to obtaining high-resolution images of global transition zone structure is the limited spatial coverage of high signal-to-noise waveforms. Pds (P-to-S converted phases from an interface at depth d) and Ppdp (topside P reflections from the surface and an interface at depth d) are only measurable within a few degree region beneath a seismic station (Lawrence & Shearer 2006b ). While global studies have been done with Pds (Chevrot et al. 1999; Lawrence & Shearer 2006a) , the uneven lateral coverage of seismic stations limits the global resolution to harmonic degree 6 or less. SdS and PdP (underside S and P reflections at depth d, Fig. 1 ) provide much better global coverage of the transition zone, having sensitivity near the bounce point, which is about half way between the station and earthquake.
While SdS and PdP have similar paths, and can be examined with equivalent data sets, PdP typically has much lower amplitude than SdS. In particular P660P is at or below the level of the noise even after stacking thousands of waves (e.g. Estabrook & Kind 1996; Shearer & Flanagan 1999; Lawrence & Shearer 2006b ). We focus on the SdS phase here because it provides the combination of good global coverage and a relatively high SNR.
Despite having higher amplitudes than other discontinuity phases, the SdS amplitudes are almost always too low to observe on individual seismograms, which impedes discontinuity topography studies. Previous studies stacked data into large circular bins (20
• diameter) according to the location of the ray theoretical bounce point (e.g. Flanagan & Shearer 1998; Gu et al. 1998; Gu & Dziewonski 2002) . This method, while varying slightly among studies, resulted in roughly similar long-wavelength structures. Stacking effectively averages the traces within a bin, which acts to damp amplitudes and smooth small-scale topography. Li et al. (2003) argued that the large radii stacks of SdS measurements naturally result in longer wavelength variations in 410-km discontinuity depths than the topography measured with smaller radii stacks of Pds. Choosing a smaller SdS bin radius would theoretically reduce the smoothing effect, but stacks with fewer data would be less reliable. Creating additional overlapping bins at distances shorter than half the bin radius would cause aliasing between short and long-wavelength structure. Gu et al. (2003) attempted to solve for discontinuity topography using SS-SdS traveltimes that are interpolated from SS-SdS traveltime residuals of adjacent large circular bins. Gu et al. (2003) inverted these interpolated data using a damped least-squares method based on 1-D traveltime kernels for topography that are weighted by spherical splines. The interpolation of data from the stacked SdS traveltime residuals likely underestimates the variance in the true data, resulting in a smooth solution with overly damped topography similar to that of previous stacking studies. Additionally, the geometry of a 1-D sensitivity kernel smoothed with a spherical spline has no theoretical basis and only has crude similarity to the true sensitivity kernel.
A single SdS wave is actually sensitive to a large area, not just the ray theoretical bounce point. This sensitivity extends in an Xshaped pattern (not a circular one) for 1000 s of kilometres (Fig. 2a) , and is not limited to the bins of previous studies. The Fresnel zone (Fig. 2b) outlines the region within which SdS waves reflect with traveltimes within ±T/4 of the ray theoretical traveltime, where T is the period. SdS energy following a ray path that bounces closer to the seismometer or earthquake will arrive earlier than the ray theory SdS wave. This is because more of the ray path is spent at greater depths, where seismic velocities are higher and smaller lateral distances traversed at depth correspond to greater distances at the surface. In contrast, SdS energy that reflects at points off the path from the event to the station will arrive later due to the greater distance it must travel. Along the arms of the X-shaped pattern, the effects of deeper paths and greater cross-path distances balance each other.
In order to observe short-wavelength features with SdS waves one must take these sensitivities into account. Neele & de Regt (1999) presented a method that inverts for discontinuity topography using PdP or SdS traveltimes and amplitudes. While the method is promising in theory, it fails in practice due to the fact that traveltimes and amplitudes are not reliable for individual SdS and PdP waves. As mentioned above, in order to obtain stable SdS amplitudes and traveltimes, it is advisable to stack many waves.
Using finite-frequency theory, Dahlen (2005) calculated the SdS-SS traveltime kernel for lateral variations in topography on an interface at depth. Here, we develop a method for employing these finite-frequency kernels in tandem with stacking to invert for finer structure than previous studies. We provide only a cursory discussion of the finite-frequency kernels themselves, referring readers to Dahlen (2005) for further detail. Instead we focus on describing how we employ the kernels in a stacking and inversion method for global SdS waveforms. We then present the results with application to real and synthetic data, and discuss the reliability of the method. Finally, we interpret our transition zone thickness maps in light of other mantle features, such as plumes and subducted slabs. The S660S Fresnel zone is defined by the region where traveltime variations that result from perturbations in S660S bounce location are less than T/4 from the ray theoretical value, where T is the dominant period. The directions towards the receiver, r, towards the source, s and the cross-path direction are indicated. The black dot at the centre identifies the ray theoretical bounce point.
D ATA P RO C E S S I N G
Owing to the large quantities of data necessary for this type of study we use an automated system for data selection and pre-processing. First, we download all available three-component long-period seismograms from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management System (DMS) for Global Seismic Network (GSN) stations and some temporary network stations that recorded large magnitude (Mb > 5.8) earthquakes between 1976 and 2004 . We remove the instrument responses, rotate the horizontal component records into the tangential direction (horizontal direction normal to the ray path), Parzan bandpass filter between 0.02 and 0.1 Hz, and measure the SNR. The SNR is measured as the maximum amplitude range (max-min) of the SS wave (in a window from 10 s prior to 50 s after the predicted SS arrival) relative to the maximum amplitude range of the noise (a 60 s window prior to the SS wave and its precursors). We limit the data to high SNR (>3) records with event-to-station distances between 110
• and 175
• . Within this distance range there are no strong phases that perceptibly interfere with tangential SS and its precursors. Only shallow earthquakes (depth < 30 km) are examined to ensure that the depth phases do not interfere with SS and SdS. The automated data selection reduces the number of records from more than 300 000 to 21 784 traces recorded at 619 stations.
The geographic locations of the seismic stations, recorded earthquakes, and ray theoretical S660S bounce points are shown in Fig. 3 . The locations of SS, S520S and S410S bounce points are nearly identical to those of S660S, so they are not plotted. The source and Ray Theory Bounce Points receiver distribution is non-uniform, with the stations distributed unevenly on land and most earthquakes occurring near plate boundaries. The distribution of ray theoretical SS bounce points is much better than that of the earthquakes and seismic stations. Nevertheless, more SS bounce points occur in the Pacific and Eastern Asia, and several locations have very low data coverage (e.g. southern South America).
M E T H O D

Mathematical background
In theory, an SdS-SS differential traveltime residual of the ith waveform, δt i , is given by the sum of sensitivities, K ij , multiplied by some finite topographic perturbations, z j , on an interface at depth:
(1) Dahlen (2005) derived the SdS traveltime Fréchet kernel for topography at a surface point x,
where J and T are the ray theoretical Jacobian and traveltime to or from the source, s, or receiver, r, f is the angle from vertical of an incident or reflected SdS ray, β is the shear velocity and |ṁ(ω)| 2 is the power spectrum of the SdS pulse. In practice the kernel is calculated by tracing each ray path from station to scatterer and scatterer to receiver for each location on the Earth's surface. This kernel neglects the near-zero sensitivity to the transmitted energy near the piercing points of the SS ray path through the discontinuity (2005). The SdS-SS sensitivity kernel is an X-shaped pattern with maximum amplitude near the ray theory bounce point and which decays in amplitude along the long arms of the X-shaped pattern (Fig. 2a) . There is lessened sensitivity to topography with greater distance from the ray theory bounce point in the radial and tangential directions. Integrating the entire kernel yields the 1-D ray theoretical traveltime sensitivity kernel to the change in the discontinuity depth. The power spectrum of the wave, |ṁ(ω)| 2 , controls the frequency content of the kernel. Therefore, using the correct power spectrum is important for determining accurate sensitivity kernels. Rather than using a theoretical power spectrum as in Dahlen (2005), we compute the power spectrum of the global stack of all aligned SS waves under the assumption that the stacked SdS pulse has the same power spectrum. We do not use distinct power spectra for individual kernels because the individual SS spectra are often less stable, providing semi-chaotic kernels.
In practice the differential traveltime residual of a small pulse with amplitudes at or below the ambient noise is only partially sensitive to structure, having significant contamination due to noise and/or interference. For this reason, we do not attempt to invert individual traveltime residuals for structure as suggested by Neele & de Regt (1999) . Instead we develop an inverse method that employs differential traveltime residuals of stacked waves.
Stacking is simply a normalized summation that results in constructive interference of the signal and destructive interference of the noise. Stacking assumes that the signals in the trace are coherent and that the noise is largely random. This assumption becomes less valid as heterogeneity within the Earth causes greater systematic variations between the individual traces. Stacking based on the location of bounce points within the Earth (e.g. Flanagan & Shearer 1998; Gu & Dziewonski 2002) greatly increases the likelihood that signals are similar. By stacking, or averaging, waves in large bins, it is possible to obtain the long-wavelength topography of the transition zone discontinuities. Stacking effectively acts as an N k -point mean, where N k is the number of waves in the kth stack. The potentially incorrect assumption in previous SdS stacking studies is that the resulting traveltime residuals from a stack can be attributed to the geographical mean of the ray theory bounce points for all waves in the stack.
Here, we postulate that the kth differential traveltime residual, dt SdS−SS , associated with a stacked waveform can be modelled as the normalized sum of sensitivities, K ij , of the ith wave to the jth discrete topographic region,
where there are N k waves and M discrete topographic regions. This formulation requires that the individual signals within the stacked waveform are coherent. In practice, the difference between the majority of the differential traveltime residuals of the signals that compose the stack must be less than half the dominant period of the wave. Otherwise, in certain cases there could be more than one distinct pulse associated with the discontinuity, making a single mean traveltime residual inappropriate. As discussed later, we attempt to minimize the effect of such unstable stacks. Because of the averaging effect of stacking, the summation order may be reversed, such that the traveltime residual is expressed as
In this form, the inner summation, or stack, becomes a single row matrix of stacked sensitivity values corresponding to M topographic regions. Because each individual stack, designated by k, results in a different stacked sensitivity, the inner summation can be written
Assuming that there are many differential SdS-SS traveltime residuals associated with many distinct stacks, these traveltime residuals can be calculated as
Given this formulation, a topographic model z of interface depth perturbations can be determined from the stacked SdS-SS traveltime residuals dt and associated stacked sensitivity kernels, S. Before doing so, it is important to develop a consistent stacking methodology that maximizes resolution and does not violate the assumptions laid out above. In the following sections we present and apply such a method. First, we discuss the effect of discretizing the interface topography into nearly equal-area block structures. Then we present the effects of stack geometry, and the stability of both the sensitivities and the differential traveltime residuals.
Discrete sensitivity kernels
Partitioning the Earth into discrete cells for inversion purposes can affect the shape of a sensitivity kernel. Therefore, it is important to determine how discretization affects the stacked kernels and the resulting inversion. The size of the discrete areas has a large effect. At one limit, where the side length of each discrete quasi-square area is infinitesimal (δx → 0), the discrete sensitivity kernel is equal to the continuous sensitivity kernel. At this limit there are an infinite number of semi-square areas, which is impractical for forward or inverse computations. At the other limit, where x → 360
• and y → 180
• , there is one single kernel equal to the 1-D derivative of time with respect to reflection depth, −δt/δz. At this limit, there is no lateral resolution.
In order to determine the appropriate cell size that minimizes the number of topographic sections while maintaining an accurate representation of the Fréchet kernel, we test side lengths from 1
• to 10
• (Fig. 4) . Each discrete kernel is the integral of the sensitivity kernel over its discrete area of that kernel. We approximate this integration by summing over 0.1 • by 0.1 subareas. Side lengths of 2 • or less approximate the continuous kernel with negligible distortion for waves with reasonably long dominant periods (T max > 10 s). Larger discrete sections result in greater smoothing, which is most visible in the damping of the arms of the X-shaped pattern. Side-lengths of 2
• provide a good compromise between the number of modelled topography parameters (M = 10 312) in our inverse problem and the similarity between the continuous and discrete sensitivity kernels.
At this point, it should be stated that traditionally, seismic waves are considered 'insensitive' to velocity anomalies with scales much smaller than the dominant wavelength of the wave because shortwavelength features generally average out and the scale of shortwavelength features are ambiguous given a single wave. However, this is different from stating that long-period waves lack sensitivity to small-scale features. While it is difficult to distinguish between the sharpness of contrasts with single waves when the scale is shorter than the wavelength, it is still possible to invert scales shorter than the dominant wavelength with sufficient data. Otherwise longperiod surface waves could be used to not invert for anything but continental-scale features, and small-scale features such as those observed by Ni et al. (2003) could not be observed.
Adaptive stacking
At the time of this study we find ∼21 784 SS records that have suitably high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR > 3) to justify their use in our study. As previously noted, the individual SdS phases are too weak to yield accurate SdS-SS traveltimes, necessitating some form of stacking. Stacking N traces into one waveform removes any information that might be present about differences in the SdS times among different traces in the stack. However, the information loss can be reduced by stacking overlapping sets of waves in different configurations such that different traveltime residuals and sensitivities result from the different stacks.
Stacking data into overlapping bins by bounce point and allowing the bins to vary in size is a simple way to create numerous stacks with varying subsets of data that provide moderately different stacked SdS-SS traveltime residuals and stacked sensitivity kernels. This also tends to organize similar traces into common midpoint bins because the heterogeneity increases waveform differences as the ray paths diverge more. There is a trade-off between having large bins that produce more stable stacks by including more traces and having smaller, less stable stacks that yield more distinct traveltimes and sensitivity kernels. For this reason we employ an adaptive binning technique which is illustrated by the dark grey section in Fig. 5 .
The adaptive stacking algorithm creates M bin foci located at the centres of the 2
• topographic subareas and 10 bin radii for each bin focus. This ensures that the inversion is overdetermined. For each of the bin foci the first stack initially includes the 100 traces that have the ray theory bounce points closest to the bin focus. For S410S and S660S the automated algorithm identifies the time of maximum amplitude relative to the time of the SS peak amplitude. The mechanics of the slant stack summation and automated picking algorithm are described in more detail below. For each stacked differential SdS-SS traveltime, an equivalent ray theoretical depth is estimated from the 1-D velocity model, IASP91 (Kennett & Engdahl 1991; Kennett et al. 1995 ). An automated bootstrap method estimates the standard error of the SdS time/depth measurement. The stack is considered unstable if the standard error is greater than 5 km, in which case we increase the number of traces in increments of five and repeat the stacking process until a stable stack is produced for the first bin. Stacked traveltime residuals and sensitivity kernels are stored for each stable stack.
We progressively increase the radii for nine colocated bins by sequentially adding the 75 traces with the next closest bounce points to the bin focus. The bin radius, r k , is defined by the maximum distance from the bin centre to the farthest bounce point in the stack. In bins with radii larger than ∼20
• the individual SdS sensitivity kernels often do not overlap, so the stacked kernels tend to be less coherent. For this reason, we reject stacks with r k > 20
• , which results in a ∼17 per cent reduction of the data set. Fig. 6 maps the smallest bin radius for each of the bin centres. The bin radii decrease in regions with good data coverage (e.g. North Pacific) and increase in regions with reduced data coverage (e.g. southern South America). The larger stacks tend to damp the results and overlap more with other bins so the input traces and resultant stacks are more similar, which provides sensitivity to long-wavelengths. Bins with smaller radii have more distinct subsets of traces, yielding more dissimilar stacks and providing shorter wavelength resolution.
Each stack is created using the following technique. After each trace is pre-processed, we adjust the trace such that the maximum absolute amplitude of the SS pulse occurs at time zero and unit Find event-station paths with 110° < Δ < 175°S 
If N k < 1000 and r k < 20° Figure 5 . This flow chart describes the pre-processing (white), the adaptive stacking (dark grey) and the inversion process (light grey).
amplitude. For each time in the SdS to SS record the amplitude, A(t), is mapped to the equivalent 140
• event-to-station distance moveout by first calculating the depth associated with a SdS wave reflecting at that time and distance and then calculating the time associated with the same depth but at 140
• distance. This mapping method transfers all SdS energy to the depth associated with a 140
• Epicentral distance underside reflection rather than assuming a single moveout correction. There is minor waveform distortion in time as a result of this method, but this is preferable to mapping the distance correction with a physical distortion. Each 140
• corrected trace is then interpolated so that aliasing is avoided and then added to the stack.
The sensitivity kernels for every trace must also be corrected to reflect the mapping of moveout to a 140
• event-to-station distance. This is achieved by scaling the amplitude of the finitefrequency Fréchet kernel by the ratio of the 140
• 1-D sensitivity kernel to the 1-D kernel for the true distance [K ij ,140 = K ij , (∂t/∂z 140 )/(∂t/∂z )]. The resulting individual kernel has the same pattern of sensitivity as that of the true distance, but the summation provides the correct value for the stacked 140
• time-depth sensitivity.
3-D Heterogeneity corrections
3-D heterogeneity in seismic velocity and surface topography can change the stacked SS and SdS-SS traveltimes by several seconds. Near the receiver and earthquake hypocenter, the SS and SdS sensitivities to seismic velocity and topography are nearly identical, so differential traveltime anomalies largely represent 3-D structure near the SS and SdS bounce points. Applying corrections for 3-D structure is complicated in the case of stacked waveforms with differing ray paths, and there are many different ways in which these corrections could be applied. We have tested several techniques of pre-stack, costack, and post-stack corrections, and find that their results are generally similar, with variations much smaller than those obtained from changes in the assumed 3-D velocity model.
In this study the 3-D velocity corrections are applied by altering the Fréchet kernel. When we trace the 1-D ray theoretical SS and SdS ray paths through IASP91 from the source to each possible scatterer and then to the receiver, we correct the traveltimes and velocities in eq. (2) by the theoretical traveltime anomaly and velocities of CRUST2.0 (model available through http://mahi.ucsd.edu/Gabi/rem.html), SB4L18 (Masters et al. 2000) , and an ellipticity correction (e.g. Dziewonski & Gilbert 1976) . The smooth quality of most 3-D shear velocity models tends to result in similar corrected Fréchet kernels regardless of the assumed velocity model. Furthermore, because of the lateral averaging effect of stacking, the stacked sensitivity kernels also tend to be very similar. Perhaps in the future we will invert for seismic velocity variations and transition zone topography simultaneously as in Gu et al. (2003) . Typically, in such inversions, the seismic velocity perturbations are largely dependent upon model parametrization and more standard body waves such as S, ScS and SS, and are generally unaffected by the discontinuity phases (Houser et al. 2008) . Here, we prefer to focus on the topography given a well-known 3-D seismic velocity model.
S TA C K E D D ATA
For each of the L = 103 120 possible bins (10 per bin focus) we add 100 ≤ N k ≤ 1000 waveforms into distinct bins with radii r k . In Fig. 6 , we present the transition zone thickness perturbations as imaged with different sets of bins relative to a mean W TZ of 242 km. For each case we present the apparent transition zone thickness perturbation ( W TZ 1−D ) estimated from 1-D time-thickness derivatives for one bin radius at each bin focus. Fig. 6(a) maps the apparent transition zone thickness given the stacked traveltimes of bins with radii closest to 10
• for each bin focus. Note that at this point we are not yet inverting for the topography using the stacked sensitivity kernels. Rather we assign the value to each 2
• cell simply from the stack of all the waveforms with bounce points within a specified radius. We focus on transition zone thickness rather than interface depth because the uncertainty in thickness is much less than the uncertainty in the absolute depth to either discontinuity, owing to the fact that the 3-D velocity models produce traveltime corrections for structure above 410 km that are much greater than the corrections for structure between 410 and 660 km. The imaged structure and method are equivalent to the 20
• diameter stacking of Flanagan & Shearer (1998) and Gu et al. (1998) . The number of traces stacked into each bin varies from 100 to 1000 with an average of 168. Note that some regions only have larger bin radii (r k > 10), so these regions present the greatest deviations from previous studies.
In Fig. 6(b) the apparent W TZ1−D variations are plotted for stacks with the largest bin radii for each bin focus. The longwavelength pattern of W TZ 1−D is similar to Fig. 6(a) . For all but the northwest Pacific stacks the bin radii are approximately 20
• . Each of these stacks has more data, with an average of 598 traces per bin. Fig. 6(c) shows the thickness perturbations as imaged by the smallest cap size for each bin centre. While these smaller bins sum at least 100 traces, the average trace count per bin is only 112. These stacks have higher amplitude and shorter wavelength variations in apparent transition zone thickness than the other stacks. The average bin size per bin focus yields a structure (Fig. 6d) that strikes a compromise between the structures imaged by the maximum and minimum bin radii.
The long-wavelength pattern of apparent transition zone thickness remains the same regardless of bin size and trace count. The transition zone is thicker beneath subduction zones and thinner beneath the Pacific and African plates. The smaller bin sizes isolate larger variations in transition zone thickness on shorter wavelengths. While some of this variability may be due to the smaller number of traces per bin, all stacks have bootstrap resampling estimates of standard error that are less than 5 km for the 410 and 660 apparent depths. The average standard error of W TZ 1−D for the smallest bins of each bin centre is less than 2.7 km. Nevertheless, a significant amount of aliasing compromises the reliability of the shortwavelength structure, especially for regions with fewer SdS bounce points.
The stacked sensitivity kernels typically have different characteristics than the individual sensitivity kernels. The binning process tends to focus the largest sensitivity to near the centre of the bin with a moat of lesser sensitivity outside the radius of the bin. Bins with larger radii typically have less coherent stacked sensitivity kernels because the individual kernels for each trace are less similar. Fig. 7 shows examples of four stacked sensitivity kernels with bins ranging from 5
• to 20
• in radius. The decreased coherence due to a larger bin radius leads to broader, lower amplitude stacked kernels. These broadened kernels indicate lower sensitivity to topography in poorly sampled regions. The small bin radii limit the event and station geometries more, so the stacked sensitivity kernels of smaller bins tend to include more similar individual sensitivity kernels. The resulting summed sensitivities more closely resemble the sensitivity kernels of the dominant event-to-station geometry.
Clearly, different sized bins for the same bin focus (e.g. Figs 7a and c) are sensitive to different topographic structures. The larger bin radii result in averaging over broader regions, which should cause the traveltimes to differ if the structure is different on longand short-wavelengths.
I N V E R S I O N
We invert the stacked SdS-SS traveltime residuals and the stacked sensitivity kernels of eq. (6) for discontinuity topography using a damped conjugant gradient method (LSQR) (e.g. Paige & Saunders 1982; Nolet 1987) . The sensitivity matrix constructed here has a higher percentage of non-zero elements than typical ray theory tomography inversions because of the large size of the individual sensitivity kernels. Each node of the inversion is weighted by the root-mean-squared sum of all the sensitivities for all the stacks for that node. Therefore, nodes with low data coverage are downweighted to reduce spurious, unresolved structure. The inversion is regularized with a first derivative smoothing constraint and is weighted by the standard errors of the stacked SdS-SS traveltime residuals.
Roughness-Misfit trade-off
As with many geophysical inversions, the results are highly dependent upon the prescribed regularization constraints. We perform 11 inversions with various smoothness weights. The resulting 'Lcurve' (Fig. 8) Smoother models (ζ < 1.5 km deg -1 ) have difficulty describing the stacked traveltimes, resulting in a large rise in data misfit for additional smoothness. Models with high roughness (ζ > 3 km deg -1 ) yield only minor improvements to the data misfit even for large increases in roughness. Based on this L-curve we choose to invert for transition zone thickness with a moderate roughness (ζ = 2.0 km deg -1 ).
Resolution test 1
Before presenting the results using real data we demonstrate the usefulness of the inversion technique by conducting resolution tests with synthetic data. First, we create an arbitrary model of transition zone thickness that resembles a checkerboard pattern with cells of ∼10
• × 10 • . We then compute one theoretical SdS-SS traveltime residual for each real trace with equation 1. We randomly swap out 25 per cent of these synthetic traveltimes with traveltimes associated with other ray paths to simulate low signal to noise. Synthetic stacked sensitivity kernels and traveltimes are calculated with eqs (3) and (5), where the inner summation of 25 per cent of the traces is randomly swapped out. The input and output transition zone thickness models are shown in Fig. 9 . The pattern of the input structure is recovered in the output model even though significant amounts of noise were added. As expected, the amplitudes of transition zone thickness are damped in the southern hemisphere, where the data coverage is lower (particularly beneath South America and the Southern Atlantic Ocean).
We repeat the checkerboard test with noise added at N = 4 different approximate block sizes (5
• , 10
• , 15
• and 20 • ) with both sine and cosine patterns (eight in total). We then calculate the normalized sum squared misfit between the input and output results and (Fig. 9c) . The normalized misfit is highly correlated to the bouncepoint density and minimum bin radius (Fig. 6) , which suggests that the resolution is highly dependent upon data coverage. In proceeding figures we black out regions with greater than 50 per cent normalized sum squared misfit where resolution is known to be poor, and contour the surrounding regions at ∼33.3 per cent misfit where resolution is suspect. 
Inverted results
The inverted transition zone thickness map (Fig. 10) has similar, but shorter wavelength variations than the maps obtained from simple waveform binning (Figs 6 a-d). As described in Section 5.3, regions with insufficient resolution are blacked out. Many of the anomalies in the inverted W TZ map are smaller in amplitude and scale, whereas others are larger in amplitude. For example, the transition zone beneath the southern portion of the East Pacific Rise appears thick when imaged using simple bouncepoint caps, but the inversion reveals that this region has relatively average transition zone thickness.
The thick transition zone anomalies beneath the western Pacific subduction zones form a nearly continuous laterally narrow curvilinear pattern in the inverted image. These are the thickest areas in the entire model, with multiple sections exceeding 277 km ( W TZ > +35 km). Another prominent thick region extends from the Red Sea to the Aegean, where the African plate subducted beneath Eurasia. The thinnest regions in the model include anomalies beneath and northwest of Hawaii and beneath Central Africa with thickness values less than 212 km ( W TZ < -35 km). The thin anomaly beneath Thailand is nearly completely surrounded by thick transition zone anomalies associated with subduction zones, providing the sharpest transition from thick to thin transition zone in the model.
While we do not concentrate on the details of the individual 410-and 660-km discontinuity topographies in this study, it is important to present them and provide a cursory description. The smallscale topography changes significantly (>5 km) in some regions depending on which 3-D seismic model is used to correct for 3-D heterogeneity. The long-wavelength pattern remains nearly identical regardless of this correction. The majority of the transition zone thinning and thickening occurs due to topography on the 660 (Fig. 10) , which is consistent with previous studies (Flanagan & Shearer 1998; Gu et al. 2003) . The angular power per harmonic degree (Fig. 11) clearly demonstrates that more topographic variation occurs on the 660 than the 410. The 660 deepens beneath subduction zone regions where the transition zone is thick, and becomes more shallow in regions where the transition zone thins (e.g. beneath Hawaii).
The average transition zone thickness is 242.3 km, which is consistent with previous studies (Gu et al. 1998 Flanagan & Shearer 1998; Gu & Dziewonski 2002; Lawrence & Shearer 2006a,b) . The distribution of the transition zone thickness is roughly Gaussian with a standard deviation of σ (W TZ ) = 8.6 km. The standard deviation of the inverted thickness is less than the standard deviations of the long-wavelength transition zone thickness estimates derived from simple bouncepoint stacks of this study [σ (W TZ 1−D ) = 14.6 ± 0.7 km] and that of Flanagan & Shearer (1998) 
Resolution test 2
While the checkerboard test illustrates the level of resolvable structure, it does not indicate how well specific structures are resolved. Here we use the observed transition zone structure as the input for a second resolution test. We calculate synthetic sensitivity kernels and traveltimes with eqs (3) and (5) and then invert these times (with 25 per cent of the times randomly switched) in an attempt to regain the input structure. The input and output structures are presented in Fig. 12 . The output of the resolution test is highly similar to the input, suggesting that the observed structure is well resolved. Neele & de Regt (1999) showed that small-scale (<4
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• ), large amplitude topography (>50 km) on the 410 and 660 can yield large artefacts in apparent structure of the transition zone if proper depthtime sensitivities are not taken into account with underside reflections. This is of particular concern for subduction zone regions, where a cold downwelling slab might provide large-amplitude shortwavelength anomalies. Previous SdS studies avoided this concern by (1) using longer-period data (> ∼30 s) than modelled by Neele & de Regt (1999) , (2) noting that the model predicted that anti-symmetric variations occur for the S410S and S660S whereas the observed subduction zone anomalies are dominated by variations in the S660S and (3) only examining very long-wavelength topography (l <12) (Flanagan and Shearer 1998; Gu et al. 1998; Gu and Dziewonski 2002; Gu et al. 2003) . Furthermore, Shearer et al. (1999) showed that the apparent topography calculated from large-bin radii SdS-SS stacks of long-period Kirchoff synthetic waveforms remain generally insensitive to short-wavelength topography (Shearer et al. 1999) .
While Neele & de Regt (1999) were on the right track for developing a method that could resolve finer structure in the transition zone through inversion, their method did not account for the need to stack low-amplitude transition zone phases. Consequently they only performed resolution tests given individual noiseless synthetic waveforms of PdP. In practice P660P has such small amplitude that it is hard to observe even with thousands of stacked waveforms, let alone from a single waveform (e.g. Estabrook & Kind 1995; Shearer & Flanagan 1999; Lawrence & Shearer 2006b) .
In this study, we use appropriate sensitivities and consistent stacking and inversion methods with real SS precursor data. The apparent structures from simple stacking (Fig. 6) differ from the inverted structures (Fig. 10) and from each other when different bin radii are used. These differences are largest for short-wavelength features and relatively small for long-wavelength features. This suggests that the stacking method of Flanagan & Shearer (1998) and Gu et al. (1998) was a reasonably accurate approach for determining the long-wavelength structure of the transition zone. To test the applicability of using the SdS in place of the SdS-SS kernel (as recommended by Dahlen 2005), we apply the same inversion technique with SdS kernels having marginally different frequency content to mimic small differences that might arise due to including the negligible sensitivities to the transmitted energy near the piercing points of the SS ray path through the discontinuities. As expected, the differences were negligible, so we do not present the results here.
While this study represents a significant improvement in resolution of global transition zone thickness, further work may yield even higher resolution images. Finite-frequency Fréchet kernels change as a function of the frequency content of the waveforms used to obtain the measurement. A similar study with multiple data sets having different frequency content might yield even higher resolution. A regional study beneath Hawaii by Schmerr & Garnero (2006) indicates that the apparent topography/thickness variations change as a function of frequency content. Such an inversion would require much larger computations and perhaps more sophisticated stacking algorithms. Stacking at higher frequencies becomes more difficult because high-frequency waveforms are generally less coherent. The assumption that anomalous topographies result in a single wave (and therefore a single stacked traveltime residual) may not be appropriate for higher frequencies. Further problems may result from correcting the traveltimes with a single seismic velocity model for all frequency bands.
Dahlen (2005) developed finite-frequency sensitivity kernels for other phases, which yield different coverage of the transition zone. By inverting multiple data sets simultaneously with the method described here it may be possible to improve global resolution. This would be particularly important for regions such as South America where there is little SdS data coverage. However, the other data types are less evenly distributed than SdS, so such a study would have to be extremely careful with regularization of the inversion. Additionally, phases such as Pds are sensitive to much smaller-scale seismic velocity heterogeneity, so the dependence on assumed velocity structure may be much more important for a combined analysis.
One potential problem associated with this technique is that it treats each interface as a sharp discontinuity. It is likely that the 410 is actually a gradient with some finite thickness and the 660 is underlain by a relatively steep gradient and in some places an additional interface that can contribute to the S660S waveform (Shearer 1996; Cammarano et al. 2005; Lawrence & Shearer 2006; Wang et al. 2006) . The slope of the sub-660 shear velocity gradient is a temperature and chemically dependent result of a gradual transition from majorite to garnet (e.g. Ito & Takahashi 1989; Wang et al. 2006) . A sharper sub-660 gradient or interface with less contrast across the 660 has the tendency to make the 660 appear deeper. The method presented here is only valid for a single interface causing each phase. Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that the majority of impedance contrast for the S410S and S660S are accrue at depths associated with the respective olivine phase transformations.
Comparison with seismic velocity
The global seismology community has produced ever-improving tomographic images of seismic wave speed for the whole mantle (e.g. Masters et al. 2000; Megnin & Romanowicz 2000; Simmons et al. 2006; Montelli et al. 2006; Houser et al. 2008) . The seismic wave speed of transition zone material is dependent upon the same thermochemical variations that effect transition zone thickness. Fig. 13 compares the lateral variation in depth-averaged transition zone shear velocity for several global models with our inverted transition zone thickness model. While these seismic velocity models were calculated with different data and inversion techniques, the results are mostly similar. Regions of thick transition zone generally overlap regions with seismically fast material in the transition zone. Fig. 13 also shows spherical harmonic cross-model correlations (e.g. Becker & Boschi 2002) between the inverted transition zone thickness model and the seismic shear velocity models of Masters et al. (2000) and Simmons et al. (2006) at 600 km depth. While the correlations for individual harmonic degrees may differ, the cumulative correlation out to degree 18 is reasonably good (>3.5).
Interpretation as temperature
The scale and amplitude of transition zone thickness anomalies are likely coupled with the thermo-chemical state of the transition zone. The 410-and 660-km discontinuities are commonly idealized as pressure and temperature dependant phase changes that are defined by Clapeyron slopes of opposing sign. While quench experiments (Ito & Takahashi 1989) and calorimetric studies (Akaogi & Ito 1993) estimate that the γ -spinel to perovskite and (Mg,Fe)O ferropericlase Clapeyron slope is −3 MPa
• K -1 , recent in situ Xray diffraction studies suggest smaller values between −0.4 and −2.0 MPa
• K -1 (Katsura et al. 2003; Fei et al. 2004; Litasov et al. 2005) . Recent in situ X-ray diffraction studies indicate that the α−β transition has a positive Clapeyron slope of 3.6 to 4.0 MPa • K -1 (Katsura et al. 2004; Morishima et al. 1994 ) while quenching experiments indicate values of ∼2.5 MPa
• K -1 (Katsura & Ito 1989) .
The thickest regions of the transition zone (W TZ > 272 km) would require the transition zone to be 180-310
• K cooler than average for the Clapeyron slopes mentioned above. This inferred low temperature is consistent with the hypothesis that cold subducted oceanic lithosphere has been transported to the transition zone (e.g. Shearer 1993 ). Conversely, the thinnest regions of transition zone (W TZ < 212 km) necessitate temperatures between 180
• and 300
• K warmer than average. Any amount of temperature anomaly should produce 120 per cent more topography on the 660 than the 410 given the quenching experiment Clapeyron slopes and assuming equal temperature anomalies at the two depths. Alternatively, the in situ X-ray diffraction studies Clapeyron slopes would predict 2-10 times more topography on the 410 than on the 660. While the topographies of the 410 and 660 are not uniquely constrained because of trade-offs with assumed upper mantle velocity structures, the inverted topography on the 660 is much greater than on the 410. If the inverted transition zone structure observed here is accurate, then the temperature anomaly associated with subduction zones is approximately two times that of previous models.
One possible failure in the interpretation of transition zone thickness variations as a result of a single temperature variation is that both boundaries need not have equal or even correlated temperature anomalies. It is possible that the 660 could be heated from below while the 410 is being cooled from above, or vise versa. A large difference between temperature anomalies across the 410 and 660 discontinuities could result from variations in flow patterns due to changes in viscosity between upper and lower mantle (e.g. Forte & Mitrovica 1996) . Another likely problem associated with the temperature interpretation is that the interface depths are also chemically dependant (Wang et al. 2006) .
Slabs in the transition zone
The regions of thickened transition zone correspond to the approximate locations of subducted slabs inferred from the history of subduction and plate motion (Fig. 13h) (Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards 1998; Steinberger 2000) . If the thickened regions of transition zone near subduction zones are caused by cool temperatures within descending oceanic lithosphere, then the inverted model implies cooler slabs than previous models, and that less cool slab material is currently in the transition zone. If the variations in transition zone thickness are interpreted as thermal, then these anomalies are 100-300 • K cooler than the average mantle. The smaller lateral scale of these curvilinear anomalies equates to a smaller volume of cold slab material within the transition zone.
In order to interpret our inverted transition zone thickness model, we compute several kinematic finite-difference conductive heating models with prescribed mass transport. These models solve the 2-D diffusion equation for conductive heating/cooling at time steps of 10 4 yr with a thermal diffusivity of κ = 10 −6 m 2 s −1 (e.g. Creager & Boyd 1991) . The beginning temperature increases linearly from 273 • K at the surface to 1000
• K at 150 km depth. From 150 to 1000 km the temperature increases linearly to 1800
• K. The surface is always 273
• K. The top and bottom boundary conditions maintain 273
• K at the surface and 1800
• K at 1000 km depth. The side boundary temperature conditions assume zero temperature gradient/conductive heat flow. Material can be transported across the bottom and side boundaries. Laterally entering material has average temperature for each depth. Material may enter across the bottom boundary at 1800
• K. The first model (Fig. 14a ) assumes a 9 cm yr −1 rate of subduction for a 100 km thick lithosphere that descends with a dip of 45
• . The models represent a 2000 km wide by 1000 km deep region gridded into 2 × 2 km blocks. We then calculate the theoretical transition zone thickness given Clapeyron slopes of 3 and -3 MPa • K -1 for the 410 and 660, respectively. These models are intended to be purely schematic, not representative of true convection, so the interpretation will be limited to qualitative differences.
After 20 Myr of mass transport and thermal conduction the thermal signature of a slab that descends into the lower mantle would cause a much narrower and higher amplitude W TZ anomaly than an equivalent slab that remains in the transition zone (Fig. 14) . More steeply descending slabs cause even narrower and higher amplitude thermal and W TZ anomalies (Fig. 14c) . Conversely, shallow dipping slabs could lose their thermal signature prior to reaching the transition zone, which would yield little to no transition zone thickening. Lower amplitude and broader W TZ variations result from using either higher thermal conductivity or slower subduction rates (Fig. 14d) .
Stagnant slabs within the transition zone create broad anomalies like those observed by previous SdS stacking studies. Some thickened anomalies along the western Pacific margin are laterally narrow in our inverted model, which may indicate that slabs penetrate through the 660. The thickness and breadth of these anomalies vary, which may represent either variable resolution or different convection regimes. On the other hand, a nearly vertical slab may be at or smaller than the resolution of the inverted model. Fig. 15 demonstrates the potential to resolve a series of 200 km wide, 50 km deep curvilinear troughs depressed into the 660. Clearly, small-scale (<200 km wide) anomalies are laterally smeared by a factor of ∼2 and vertically damped by a factor of ∼0.5. Consequently, variable slab dip angles may cause the anomaly to drop below or rise above the resolution.
Within quickly descending cold slabs it may be possible for a thin meta-stable olivine wedge to exist at depths greater than ∼410 km (Rubie & Ross 1994) . While the phase change from α-to-β olivine is only kinematically sluggish within the coldest core of the slab, it may be possible for reflections from a meta-stable wedge to cause some S410S energy to arrive earlier. Consequently, it is possible that a small-scale metastable wedge could effectively mask an upwarping of the 410 due to cold temperatures. This may explain why the inverted undulations are far greater on the 660 than the 410 in subduction zone regions. Alternatively, downwelling slabs may contain stable hydrous silicate minerals such as phases B and D (Shieh et al. 1998 ) that may become entrained in the hydrophilic transition zone minerals (Bercovici & Karato 2003; Karato 2006) . It may be possible for this H 2 O to concentrate near the 410 due to buoyancy differences between aquios and dry densities, creating a low-velocity layer (e.g. Song & Helmberger 2004) . It may be possible for reflective phases from a water-induced low-velocity layer could interfere with the S410S and the resultant estimated transition zone topography.
Subduction along the Eastern edge of the Pacific tends to occur at much shallower angles than along the Western margin. Consequently, these slabs may lose a significant amount of their thermal signature prior to reaching the transition zone. This would explain the general lack of thick transition zone beneath the Americas relative to Eastern Asia. However, the resolution beneath South America is particularly poor for this study, so thickened regions may exist there as suggested by receiver function studies (e.g. Chevrot et al. 1999; Lawrence & Shearer 2006a ).
Hotspots
If plumes originating within or beneath the transition zone were the source of hotspots, then we would expect narrow (∼100 km) anomalously thin regions beneath hotspots. However, plumes could migrate laterally while ascending so there is some uncertainty in knowing where to look for thinned transition zone relative to the hotspots. For this reason we compare the difference in average and minimum transition zone thickness beneath hotspot locations (Fig. 13h ) (Steinberger & O'Connell 2000) with equivalent values beneath randomly sampled locations. By repeating the random resampling 25 times we obtain a more reliable result and a measure of uncertainty in the result. The average transition zone thickness within 2
• radii of the hotspots (excluding regions with insufficient resolution) is 3.9 ± 1.1 km thinner than the randomly sampled locations. The minimum transition zone thickness within 2
• radii of the hotspots (excluding regions with insufficient resolution) is 5.2 ± 1.7 km thinner than the randomly sampled locations. A temperature increase between 25
• and 40
• K would result in ∼4 km thinning. The likelihood of imaging a plume tail rising through the transition zone depends on the radius of the upwelling portion. Imagining small plume tails with upwelling radii < 50 km is unlikely, given the resolution of the inverted model. In Fig. 14, we present several finite-difference conduction models that depict thermal anomalies for prescribed upwelling. As with the forced slab conduction models described above, we prescribe the mass transfer and allow conduction to heat/cool the material. In each model we assume the thermally buoyant plume material rises at 4 cm yr -1 . Again, these models are intended to be purely schematic, so only qualitative differences between the models will be discussed here.
Calculations with larger radii defining the upwelling regions result in laterally broader and vertically thinner transition zone anomalies (Figs 14e and f) . Plumes with small radii (<100 km) may have topographic signatures that are smaller than the resolution of this model. A plume that is laterally displaced by mantle currents could result in lateral broadening of the thinned anomaly (Fig. 14g) . Alternatively, laterally broad and vertically thin anomalies could result from large-scale convection forming large thermochemical piles (McNamara & Zhong 2005) . If such large-scale structures were to extend up to the 660, they would cause very broad regions of thinned transition zone. This might explain the extensive regions of thinned transition zone beneath the Pacific and Africa, where large low-velocity structures have been seismically imaged extending from the core-mantle boundary to the upper mantle and the top of the lower mantle, respectively (e.g. Berger & Romanowicz 1998; Ritsema et al. 1999; Masters et al. 2000; Ni et al. 2002) .
C O N C L U S I O N
In this paper we develop and apply a new adaptive stacking technique in tandem with finite-frequency theory to invert stacked SdS-SS traveltimes and stacked sensitivity kernels for transition zone topography and thickness. This technique yields a high-resolution image of the transition zone that isolates higher amplitude and smallerscale anomalies than have been previously imaged. The curvilinear regions of thickened transition zone generally correlate with seismically fast regions in tomographic models, which is consistent with cold temperatures in and near downwelling slabs in the mantle. The inverted topography on the 410 is much smaller amplitude than on the 660, suggesting that either the Clapeyron slope of the α olivine to β-spinel phase transition is shallow or that reflections from a deeper meta-stable wedge may counteract the elevated topography within slabs at ∼410 km depth. Comparative analysis between multiple kinematic finite-difference conductive heating models of subduction suggests that the short wavelengths and the large amplitudes of the thickened anomalies are best explained by slabs that penetrate through the 660. On average, hotspots are located above or near discontinuous regions of thinned transition zone. Further kinematic thermal modelling suggests that the large amplitudes of the thinned anomalies likely result from warm upwellings that originate from higher temperature sources much deeper in the mantle.
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